Licensing Terms of Use

Documented Changes

Document Updated: E300 – Product Specific Terms of Use

Date of Update Implementation: April 29, 2020

Overview: The Product Specific Terms of Use (E300), have been updated to reflect changes due to updated Esri policies, and clarification language derived from Esri Product Management and customer requests.

Sections(s) Impacted: Impacted with contextual, clarification, grammar, or terms & Conditions changes, which will impact future version use.

General Changes: Most changes are grammatical changes or updates to wording to allow for better flow of what the statement is supposed to imply. Major changes described below.

PRODUCT SPECIFIC TERMS OF USE

Where: Other

Change:

- Site Scan for ArcGIS Operator extension license (32; 33)

  Why: New Product requires new footnotes.

Where: Footnote 32 and Footnote 33

Change:

32. The use of this Software does not include a pilot's license (e.g., FAA, EASA, etc.) to operate a drone.
33. Customer may only use online storage provided with this Software to store Customer Content collected or processed through this Software.

  Why: Footnote 32 and 33 have been added for a new Product.